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MISSISSIPPI LEGISLATURE REGULAR SESSION 1999  

By:  Senator(s) Jordan (24th)

SENATE BILL NO. 2064

AN ACT TO AMEND SECTION 83-41-409, MISSISSIPPI CODE OF 1972,1
TO REQUIRE MANAGED HEALTH CARE PLANS TO MAINTAIN AND ADMINISTER A2
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE FOR ENROLLEES AND PARTICIPATING PROVIDERS AND3
TO REPORT TO THE MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE THE NUMBER OF4
COMPLAINTS RECEIVED, TO REQUIRE MANAGED HEALTH CARE PLANS TO5
PROVIDE FOR A DUE PROCESS HEARING AND REVIEW PROCESS FOR A6
PROVIDER WHO IS INVOLUNTARILY DELETED FROM A PROVIDER NETWORK OR7
DENIED PARTICIPATION IN THE NETWORK, TO PROHIBIT MANAGED HEALTH8
CARE PLANS FROM OFFERING PROVIDERS A FINANCIAL INCENTIVE BASED9
SOLELY ON THE NUMBER OF SERVICES OR REFERRALS DENIED BY THE10
PROVIDER, TO REQUIRE MANAGED HEALTH CARE PLANS TO ANNUALLY REPORT11
THE PERCENTAGE OF REVENUES EXPENDED ON HEALTH CARE SERVICES AND12
ADMINISTRATION, TO REQUIRE ADVANCE DISCLOSURE OF PRE-AUTHORIZATION13
REQUIREMENTS BY MANAGED HEALTH CARE PLANS FOR MEDICAL SERVICES OR14
SUPPLIES, TO PROHIBIT THE EXCLUSION OF A PHYSICIAN FROM A MANAGED15
HEALTH CARE PLAN'S PROVIDER NETWORK BASED SOLELY ON THE16
PHYSICIAN'S ECONOMIC PROFILE, AND TO REQUIRE MANAGED HEALTH CARE17
PLANS TO COVER EMERGENCY ROOM VISITS BASED UPON THE "PRUDENT LAY18
PERSON" STANDARD; TO CODIFY SECTION 83-41-410, MISSISSIPPI CODE OF19
1972, TO PROHIBIT ANY MANAGED CARE ENTITY FROM RESTRICTING OR20
RETALIATING AGAINST ANY PARTICIPATING MEDICAL PROVIDER FOR21
DISCLOSING TO ANY MEMBER IN THE MANAGED CARE PLAN APPROPRIATE22
MEDICAL INFORMATION REGARDING TREATMENT OR SERVICES UNDER THE23
PLAN; TO REPEAL SECTION 83-41-415, MISSISSIPPI CODE OF 1972, WHICH24
PROVIDES THAT THE PROVISIONS OF THE PATIENT PROTECTION ACT OF 199525
AND THE HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATION-PREFERRED PROVIDER26
ORGANIZATION-PREPAID HEALTH BENEFIT PLAN PROTECTION ACT DO NOT27
APPLY TO THE MISSISSIPPI MEDICAID PROGRAM; AND FOR RELATED28
PURPOSES.29

BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF MISSISSIPPI:30

SECTION 1.  Section 83-41-409, Mississippi Code of 1972, is31

amended as follows:32

83-41-409.  In order to be certified and recertified under33

this article, a managed care plan shall:34

(a)  Provide enrollees or other applicants with written35

information on the terms and conditions of coverage in easily36

understandable language including, but not limited to, information37

on the following:38

(i)  Coverage provisions, benefits, limitations,39
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exclusions and restrictions on the use of any providers of care;40

(ii)  Summary of utilization review and quality41

assurance policies; and42

(iii)  Enrollee financial responsibility for43

copayments, deductibles and payments for out-of-plan services or44

supplies;45

(b)  Demonstrate that its provider network has providers46

of sufficient number throughout the service area to assure47

reasonable access to care with minimum inconvenience by plan48

enrollees;49

(c)  File a summary of the plan credentialing criteria50

and process and policies with the State Department of Insurance to51

be available upon request;52

(d)  Provide a participating provider with a copy of53

his/her individual profile if economic or practice profiles, or54

both, are used in the credentialing process upon request;55

(e)  When any provider application for participation is56

denied or contract is terminated, the reasons for denial or57

termination shall be reviewed by the managed care plan upon the58

request of the provider;  * * *59

(f)  Establish procedures to ensure that all applicable60

state and federal laws designed to protect the confidentiality of61

medical records are followed;62

(g)  Maintain and administer a grievance procedure63

whereby an enrollee or participating provider may file a complaint64

regarding administration of the plan.  Enrollees and providers65

shall have the right to protest decisions which may have an66

adverse impact on the enrollee or provider, and shall have the due67

process right to appeal an adverse decision in a manner acceptable68

to the State Department of Insurance.  A managed care plan shall69

annually report to the State Department of Insurance the number of70

complaints received from enrollees, the nature of each complaint71

and the manner in which each complaint was resolved;72
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(h)  Establish mechanisms to assure basic fairness in73

processing applications for initial provider participation and for74

making decisions that adversely affect participation status.75

These mechanisms shall include:  (i) provisions for giving76

reasonably prompt consideration to each applicant for initial77

participation and for biennial renewal of participation; (ii)78

provisions for a physician to receive a written statement of79

reasons, and to have an opportunity to respond, either in writing80

or at a formal meeting, before a final decision is made to deny81

renewal, terminate or permanently restrict participation.  If the82

action that is under consideration is of a type that must be83

reported to the national Practitioner Data Bank or to a state84

medical board under federal or state law, the physician's85

procedural rights, at a minimum, must meet the standards of86

fairness contemplated by the federal Health Care Quality87

Improvement Act of 1986, 42 U.S.C. Sections 11101-11152; and (iii)88

provisions to ensure that prior to initiation of termination,89

denial or restriction of participation in the plan based on90

utilization of services or economic criteria, the provider shall91

receive a written statement of reasons, which must take into92

consideration and recognize the physician's practice that may93

account for higher or lower than expected costs.  The provider94

shall have the opportunity to respond either in writing or at a95

meeting, and the opportunity to enter into and complete a96

corrective action plan, not to exceed ninety (90) days in97

duration, except in cases where there is imminent harm to patient98

health or an action by the State Board of Medical Licensure or99

other government agency that effectively impairs the physician's100

ability to practice medicine within the jurisdiction.101

(2)  Any managed care plan that operates a physician102

incentive plan must meet the following requirements:  (a) no103

specific payment is made directly or indirectly under the plan to104

a physician or physician group as an inducement to reduce or limit105
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medically necessary services provided with respect to an106

individual patient; and (b) if the plan places a physician or107

physician group at financial risk for services not provided by the108

physician or physician group, the plan provides stop-loss109

protection for the physician or group that is adequate and110

appropriate, based on standards developed by the State Department111

of Insurance, that take into account the number of physicians112

placed at such financial risk in the group or under the plan and113

the number of individuals enrolled with the organization who114

receive services from the physician or physician group.115

For purposes of this subsection, the term "physician116

incentive plan" means any compensation arrangement between the117

plan and a physician or physician group that may directly or118

indirectly have the effect of reducing or limiting services119

provided with respect to individuals enrolled in the plan.120

(3)  A managed care plan shall annually report to the State121

Department of Insurance the company's medical benefit/loss ratios122

and an explanation that they reflect the percentage of premiums123

expended for health services.124

(4)  Prospective enrollees in managed care plans shall be125

provided information as to the terms and conditions of the plan so126

that they can make informed decisions about accepting a certain127

system of health care delivery.  Where the plan is described128

orally to enrollees, easily understood, truthful and objective129

terms must be used.  All written plan descriptions must be in130

readable and understandable format, consistent with standards131

developed for supplemental insurance coverage under Title XVIII of132

the Social Security Act.  This format must be standardized so that133

customers can compare the attributes of the plans.  Specific items134

that must be included are any and all prior authorization or other135

review requirements including pre-authorization review, concurrent136

review, post-service review, post-payment review and any137

procedures that may lead the patient to be denied coverage for or138
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not be provided a particular service.139

(5)  When the economics and capacity of a physician's140

practice are used as a credentialing factor for a managed care141

plan, the applicable criteria must be documented, made available142

to the applying physician, physicians participating in the plan143

and enrollees.  Any economic or capacity profiling of a physician144

must be adjusted to recognize case mix, severity of illness, age145

of patients and other features of a physician's practice that may146

account for higher than or lower than expected costs.  Managed147

care plans shall not discriminate against enrollees with148

expensive, long-term or chronic medical conditions by excluding149

practitioners with practices containing a substantial number of150

such patients.  Managed care plans shall not discriminate against151

members of high-risk, vulnerable or other similar patient152

populations by excluding practitioners with practices containing a153

substantial number of such patients.154

(6)  Managed care plans shall cover emergency room services155

necessary to screen and stabilize an enrollee and shall not156

require prior authorization of such services if a prudent lay157

person acting reasonably would have believed that an emergency158

medical condition existed.  With respect to care obtained from a159

non-contracting provider within the service area of a managed care160

plan, a managed care plan shall cover emergency services necessary161

to screen and stabilize an enrollee and shall not require prior162

authorization of such services if a prudent lay person would have163

reasonably believed that use of a contracting provider would164

result in a delay that would worsen the emergency, or if a165

provision of federal, state or local law requires the use of a166

specific provider.  Managed care plans shall communicate to167

enrollees, in clear and understandable language, regarding168

appropriate times to utilize emergency facilities.  For purposes169

of this subsection, "emergency room services based upon the170

prudent lay person standard" means those health care services that171
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are provided in a hospital emergency facility after the sudden172

onset of a medical condition that manifests itself by symptoms of173

sufficient severity, including severe pain, that the absence of174

immediate medical attention could reasonably be expected by a175

prudent lay person, who possesses an average knowledge of health176

and medicine, to result in:  (a) placing the patient's health in177

serious jeopardy, (b) serious impairment to bodily functions, or178

(c) serious dysfunction of any bodily organ or part.179

SECTION 2.  The following provision shall be codified as180

Section 83-41-410, Mississippi Code of 1972:181

83-41-410.  (1)  No managed care plan, health maintenance182

organization, independent practice association, other entity183

contracting for the provision of health care services, or any184

other entity, shall prohibit or restrict any participating185

provider from disclosing to any subscriber, enrollee or member any186

medically appropriate health care information that such187

participating provider deems appropriate regarding (a) the nature188

of treatment, risks or alternatives thereto; (b) the availability189

of alternate therapies, consultation or tests; (c) the decision of190

any plan to authorize or deny services; or (d) the process the191

plan or any person contracting with the plan uses, or proposes to192

use, to authorize or deny health care services or benefits.  Any193

such prohibition or restriction contained in a contract with a194

participating provider shall be void and unenforceable.195

(2)  Upon the application and rendering by any managed care196

entity of a decision to terminate an employment or other197

contractual relationship with or otherwise penalize a198

participating physician, surgeon or medical provider, that entity199

shall be prohibited from denying such an application or200

terminating that relationship principally for advocating medically201

appropriate health care that is consistent with that degree of202

learning and skill ordinarily possessed by reputable physicians,203

surgeons and medical providers practicing according to the204
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applicable legal standard of care.205

(3)  This section shall not be construed to prohibit a206

managed care plan from making a determination not to pay for a207

particular medical treatment or service, or to prohibit a medical208

group, independent practice association, preferred provider209

organization, foundation, hospital medical staff, hospital210

governing body, or payor from enforcing reasonable peer review or211

utilization review protocols or determining whether a physician,212

surgeon or medical provider has complied with those protocols.213

(4)  For the purpose of this section, "to advocate medically214

appropriate health care" shall mean to appeal a payor's decision215

to deny payment for a service pursuant to the reasonable grievance216

or appeal procedure established by a medical group, independent217

practice association, preferred provider organization, foundation,218

hospital medical staff and governing body, or payor as required by219

Section 41-83-1 et seq., Mississippi Code of 1972, or to protest a220

decision policy, or practice that the physician, consistent with221

that degree of learning and skill ordinarily possessed by222

reputable physicians practicing according to the applicable legal223

standard of care, reasonably believes impairs the physician's224

ability to provide medically appropriate health care to his or her225

patients.226

SECTION 3.  Section 83-41-415, Mississippi Code of 1972,227

which provides that the provisions of the Patient Protection Act228

of 1995 and the Health Maintenance Organization-Preferred Provider229

Organization-Prepaid Health Benefit Plan Protection Act do not230

apply to the Mississippi Medicaid Program, is hereby repealed.231

SECTION 4.  This act shall take effect and be in force from232

and after July 1, 1999.233


